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Summary
The project «Intensified Concorde neighborhood» is a
proposal for renewing the Concorde neighborhood, a
social modern housing scheme built in the fifties in Lille
(north of France).

Lucile HAMOIGNON

Based on a general discussion about the way of renewing
such places, the project purposes specific actions that
fit with the case: intensify the neighborhood, its architecture, the nature and enhance the urban life within it
and make the neighborhood an attractive place for the
dwellers and the rest of Lille citizen.
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Introduction

“

How can urban designers renew social modern housing schemes in the
french context ?

”

Since the construction of the social modern housing
schemes during the fifties and sixties, European cities are
facing the consequences of these projects. What we call
in french «grands ensembles» (as architects and politics
says) or «Cités» in the informal language actually sums
up the suburbs built during this period that today suffers
from a concentration of problems : social segregation,
unemployement, delinquency, school failure, immigrants
not integrated, ... The riots of November 2005 in France
reflect the uneasiness of the population living in these
areas. This is a big issue that politics have to deal with on
the french territory.
Since the eighties, the will of changing these housing
schemes is rising. The actions of the eighties have been
the destruction of buildings (The»Minguettes» in Venissieux for example ). Because the situation has been worsened the last decade, the government created in 2003
a new administrative structure that supports the municipalities that are into urban renewal process. Today the
debate about the demolition of modern scheme structures is risen again : is the modern architecture, responsible
for all the pain ? Should we destroy or recycle ?

The article of the magazine «D’Architectures» in October
2009 argues: « the ‘destruction urbanism’ denies the natural
idea of urban recycle and the sedimentation of urban forms
that is creating the cities since the dawn of time.» As the
modernist way of thinking, some municipalities are still
using the violence of «Tabula Rasa». The department in
charge of culture and architecture in France is trying to
protect what is the architectural and urban patrimony of
this period.
Around all these opinions and actions, how can we
know the best to do? The questions about destroying or
recycling are raised. This thesis highlights a challenging
question : How can urban designers renew social modern
housing schemes in the french context ?
To answer this question, we are going to debate about
what to do for the special situation of the «grands-ensembles» that will be called «social modern housing
schemes» in this thesis. After, considering the general
question, we are going to purpose practical design solutions for a specific case : The Concorde neighborhood in
Lille, a city in the north of France.

Rene

Sarcelles, France
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ewing the social modern housing schemes in France

Les Courtillières, Pantin, France

La grande borne, grigny, France

L’abreuvoir, Bobigny, France

Les hauts de Marcouville, Pontoise, France

What inspired the housing scheme design

In France, the modern urbanism is held reponsible of
all the social problems that are associated with it. The
housing schemes that we know today result of thinkers
and a state of mind from a time. Before misjudging any
qualities or defects from bad results that can be independent of thinkers, it comes out important to evaluate
objectively the main ideas.

A context : be visionary for a better future

Fig 1.1. Buildings under the nature influence

The modern urbanism is in a way a reaction of all the
social disfunctions that cities were facing during the
industrial age, a time of new urban forms, a densification of cities without a rise of quality of life. Urbanists
like E. Howard, F. L. Wright or Le Corbusier imagined in
this state of mind utopian cities that could illustrate a
revolution of the world where they were living. They
created concepts of cities with a new social order and a
reconciliation between the men and the nature (Fishman
1977 : 11). This revolution needed to let the place to immagination and innovation as Le Corbusier said : «What
makes the audacity of our dreams, is that they can be
achieved»(Le Corbusier : 1925). His work inspired most of
the social housing scheme projects in France in the fifties
and sixties.
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The hygienic city
Based on the observation of cities, Le Corbusier set the
important play of the nature in human way of living. He
assumed that the growth of cities is reducing the part
of nature and had generated a high density with unsanitary buildings. So the nature should be reintroduced
in the city. Therefore he thought that the fundamental
elements of nature should be also reintroduced into the
buildings : Air, light and green (fig 1.1.).

«The ideal city» concept : order and exchanges
For Le Corbusier, «The ideal city» concept was an example of how should be the new rules for urban developement. First, «the ideal city» was placed on a site which is
bare of a historical and natural past : the Tabula rasa. At
the same time, the order had to be given by a plan based
on what he called the «lawless individualism», a will of
standardizing everything. The urbanism and architecture
had to be pure and geometrical forms. For him, a new
age where the machine was taking an important place
into the building process, replacing the craft industry was
coming. This ordered city could let a place for speed that
is considered as a freedom of moving and exchanging,
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two crucial criterias for the success of «The ideal city».
In order to enable fast and easy exchanges, the design
of «The ideal city» was focused on providing convenient
transport means, especially though road ways. Furthermore, the city had to reconnect with the nature and the
forgotten countryside. Le Corbusier wanted to introduce
the form of nature : the park. «The ideal city» (fig 1.2.) was
described by him as a center formed by the cross of two
highways, where on the top were the train and metro
tracks with the train station, and then the pedestrian
place. Towers and buildings on pilotis are built to let the
space on the ground for circulation and create a city in a
park.

The Chartes d’Athènes : A puzzled urbanism
The Charte d’Athènes is a report of the CIAM (congress of
architects about modern architecture). The planification
points described into the documents gives a large focus
on the zoning, the seperation of functions and uses into
the city spaces. From this point of view emerged a puzzle
city where the activities are seperated (fig 1.3.), the exchange between people happens only in the circulation
points. But the uses were seperated, seven types of roads
should be set where pedestrians and cars doesn’t meet.

The modern architecture : five principles
Based on a simplification of forms, the modern style
is the new architecture for «The ideal city» where the
function is most important than superfluous ornaments
: Form should follow the function... Le Corbusier had
written the five points (fig. 1.4.) of a modern architecture
in 1927 : pilotis, free facade, roof garden, open floor plan,
ribbon windows. Many modern architects will follow
these rules, we can easily see it in the housing scheme of
the french suburb.

Fig 1.2. The city of exchanges : a crossroad center

The contradictions of the living-machine
The surprising contradiction of the modern thinking is
that all the concept for an ideal city comes from a reaction of the consequences of the industrial age but the
conception of this city has to follow the strictness of the
machines and a production line. The city was therefore
plannified and ordered to be a machine for living : inhabit, work, circulate, recreate (Le Corbusier 1957 : 99). This
living-machine is also a city of fast exchanges where the
place of the car is facilitated by the design. He purposes a
human scale design for the inhabitation unit but paradoxically huge urban spaces for circulation.

Fig 1.3. The puzzle city

Fig 1.4. Making the modern house
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Interesting observations but innacurate design
The modern urbanism is a vision for the future of the
mid-20th Century and this one is based on the challenge
of a time : the revolution of machines in the human
world. It is also a reaction to the situation in cities and the
reflection on the problems is worthy of praise (security,
insalubrity, ...) but many of the ideas are today has-been.
There was a will to enhance the nature but the model
forgot the social human relationship and the role that
cities can play there. The society is diversified culturally
and ethnically and also the human needs and lifestyles,
the standardism concept is thus innacurate nowadays.
The study of Le Corbusier’s work explains many situation
in France. We can see disfunctions but also interesting
points that are still relevant today, though too radical
ideas need to be moderated and mistakes should give an
instruction in order to renew it.
ll The human and nature reconciliation
We should not think in a radical way as a city on a green
carpet but as an interaction between city and nature in a
subtle way. The greenspaces are nowadays an advantage
for the neighborhoods but they need to get qualified.

llAn architectural heritage
The modern style presents many esthetical and functionnal qualities as soon as the architects create audacious buildings. Nowadays we can see a heritage of the
modern style that is a part of the history.
llDon’t Ignore, respect
The context site need respect. A site is made of a history,
physical elements, human activities, a common patrimony that creates all the richness and complexity. Against,
the Tabula Rasa, the idea of renewal comes.
llDon’t Standardize, create diversity
The city needs to be thought as a dynamic complexe
organism made from actions of many different cells, it
creates diversity.
llInject disorder
The city need to be planed as a top-down point of view,
but local actions coming as a bottom-up situation are
creating the dynamism, the diversity and the real exchanges between human.

The housing scheme: evolution from the fifties to nowadays

During the 50’s and the 60’s, the landscape of french
cities has been transformed according to the modern
urbanism principles. This part shows how (within the
specific historical and political context in France) the situation of the social modern housing schemes has been
worsened through the years.

50’s-60’s: The factory of buildings, towards a massive production of accomodation
Many facts motivated a policy of reconstruction after the
second war : an already existing accomodation crisis before the war, the rural exode, the baby boom, insalubrity
of city centers, overcrowding, ... In 1948, the minister of
urbanism engaged the policy of reconstruction under
the principles of modern urbanism, that had the advantage of allowing an industrial way of constructing. The
process continued and in 1958, the law about low rent
housing with a goal of 300 000 accomodation per year
was voted (Fig 1.5.). This production will offer new good
accomodation with all the facilities and be occupied by
the middle class people that were at the beginning very
happy to live in this modern accomodation. This turned
fastly during the sixties into a depreciation. The neighborhood were judged monotoneous. The suicide of a
depressive women in Sarcelles was branded as a case of

a new disease created by living in these «bad areas»: the
Sarcellite.

70’s: How slowly the areas turned into ghettos
From the middle-class occupation, many factors implied
the turn into social problems neighborhoods. First, a
liberalization of the individual houses and the brand of
the american dream made the middle-class leave the
modern neighborhood. Then, the law of «family gathering» allowed immigrant workers to bring their families in
France. They replaced slowly the middle-class in the neighborhoods which was not adapted to their culture and
way of living. The crisis of 1973 had let a big part of this
population without work. This was a start of an evil spiral:
people that cannot leave stayed, rent were not paid because of the unemployement, social structure could not
look after the buildings, degradation, ... The policy of the
housing Schemes finished in 1965 with the new project
of «Ville nouvelle» (sattellites city around Paris). In 1973,
the project for building massive accomodation was forbidden, the limit of building 500 accomodation together
in a project was set. Five years after, the policy of renewal
started with the process called «Accomodation and social
life».

Fig 1.5. The factory of the living machine
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80’s - 00’s: Renewing the ghettos : many attemps
From 1984, the project of «Banlieue 89» is applied on 180
neighborhoods : «Architecture cannot solve all the problem by its own, but the minimal urbanity is necessary as
the minimal salary»(J. P. Dolle :1989). The actions started
the reflections on what to do. The GPU in 1994 («large
urban project») and ANRU in 2003 («national agency for
urban renewal») were the new structures involved into
the renewal and could give financial support for the
projects. Even if a lot of actions has been done in many
neighborhoods, the situation seems to be worst in some
areas, as we saw since the events of 2005. This means
that social actions are really important along with urban
design and architectural actions.

The social structures imply a social segregation
The zoning is functional and social, the segregation in
different level is visible and widens in the two sides : the
rich and poors ghettos with usually all forms of segregation (education, diploma, salary, culture, ethnic). We
cannot deny that the social segregation is also a cultural
phenomenon: «the high class avoids the middle one
which avoids the popular one which avoids the low
class» (E. Maurin 2004). But social administrations (HLM)
Fig 1.6. Neighborhoods owned by social structures

contribute to the territorial separation. The social neighborhoods are most part of the time owned by a social
structure that rent low price accomodation (Fig 1.6.). The
usual limit for accessing these accomodation is to have
under 500 euros per month per person in a family which
is a factor that increases the gathering of poor people on
the same areas.

The overall evaluation of the situation today
The expression «grands ensembles» is used in french
because it actually sums up many situations and problems at the same time. In english we could say «Grand
Scheme», «Low cost housing», «High rise estate housing»
(A. Masboungi : 2005). In the renewing process, every
stakeholder agrees on the recurrent pathologies :
++ Localisation : Far from the city or enclave
++ Urban segregation : infrastructures topography
++ Spatial problems : limit private/public, quality of
space, public space without meaning, ...
++ Lack of mutability (Changes, diversification)
++ Concentration of a same social class
++ Economical and social problems
But many discussions about the «what to do» are engaged, many opinions emerge, critics about what some
advocate in a project and the meaning of actions.

Renewal : What to do ?

“

The city is a perpetual accompletion,
it transforms, rebuilts, demolishes.

Many problems and difficulties are associated with the
housing schemes. Each case is specific and comes with a
different set of pathologies. However the debate about
what to do has been generalized. Looking at several
projects and theories, this part will review the different
strategies that have been used or considered to renew
housing schemes.

A museum city or a tabula rasa ?
In England, in the Hulme neighborhood in Manchester, the purpose of the renewal is to change the image
of the neighborhood. The image representing society
problems, drugs, violence, squat, ..., the renewal projects
engaged a total demolition with a construction of new
buildings. In Germany, in the Marzahn neighborhood, in
Berlin, where the housing scheme represents the sovietic
time, the first idea of renewal was to ennoble the modernist concepts, keep the buildings, improve the entrances,
settle commercial areas in the groundfloor. These points
of view are the two extremes.
The demolition strategy could be argued by the fact that
as in an industrial process the buildings had a shelf life

”

and we need now to destroy it (P. Chemetov : 2007). This
point of view is coming along with the principles of the
consumer society. Along this idea, some architects think
that it is all about the society sickness and will point the
social problems as M. Fuksas : «the first renovation is for
the inhabitants, the second for the buildings»(M. Fuksas :
2007). His idea would be first to act for a better social life
instead of destroying buildings. But we have to assume
that to solve misery and social problems of a population,
one step is to offer a proper place for living, a good environment and an adequate accomodation.
Somehow the way of seing the project has too change
with the vision we have for the society. Think that we can
demolish and rebuild after, isn’t it a consumer consideration ? Destroy systematically is not a sustainable
action, it produces waste and Build is using new materials. Furthermore, it costs more money as this example
explained in the magazine «d’Architectures» of April 2010
: «About the 30 billions of Euro that the ANRU («national
agency for urban renewal») is using to renew the housing
schemes, 53 % are used for destroying 113200 accomodation and rebuild 105 500, 1% are engaged to renovate
241 300» which means that 16 billion of euros are used in

Hulme neighborhood under construction in the 60’s

Hulme neighborhood after reconstruction

Marzahn neighborhood
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Fig 1.7. The adding concept

The buildings of the «Quai de Rohan» before

The buildings of the «Quai de Rohan» after

order to loose around 7700 accomodation. We probably
could invest this money in renovation instead.
Cities grow and develop them-selves by a regeneration
process. The modern housing schemes are static isles
build from a Tabula rasa. They are left out from this regeneration. «The city is made of movement, the modern
housing schemes are in some respects too static, realized, they need to be reintroduced in the general city movement» (F. Grether : 2007). How can they be reintegrated
in the city movement ? Both tabula rasa and museification go against the regeneration. Demolition lets nothing
to be regenerated and museification doesn’t let enough
perspective for change.The answer may be a balanced
set of the two extremes : demolish if there is noalternative to have a proper-living building, keep, renovate... As
Antoine Grumbach says, the city is a perpetual
accompletion (A. grumbach : 2007).
Some architect purposes the remodel as Roland Castro
and Sophie Denissoff for the renewal project of «Le Quai
de Rohan» in Lorient in France. The buildings are kept but
some part are destroyed to do some opening or variations. An architect team has studied the inverse effect :
the adding concept for the building (Etude plus, Vassal
et Lacaton:2004), the actions in that way are to keep

the structure of the building but add different modules
around it (fig. 1.7.). 

Integrate the neighborhood into the city
Beyond modifying the buildings, it is essential to reconsider the function and organisation of the urban settlements and the neighborhood’s relationship with the
city. As Phillipe Panerai suggests, recreate a continuity
with the city, continuing the streets, same materials as in
other neighborhood in the city. The purpose is to create
link between the neighborhood and the other parts in
the city. Indeed, the Mistral neighborhood in Grenoble,
seperated by a high-way, has been meshed by roads and
many connections has been created: a footbridge until
the tramway station, bicycle lanes...

Take departure from the existing qualities
The neighborhood is essentially a living area, thus the
strategy could be first looking at the life which is already
going on. Programming can be done to different scales.
Djamel Klouche settles micro-programming into the public space to establish a dynamic, like in the Courtillières
project for example. On another scale, the programming

The new buildings in Marzahn neighborhood

The lighting of public space in Vaulx-en-Velin

can be between private and public, accomodation and
commerces and the different meanings of the public
spaces. At the same time the programming needs to be
flexible to allow the developments during the renewal
and after (B. Paris : 2005). In this direction, the goal is
using the life neighborhood and its activities as a start of
programming and purposing more different activities.
The other task is to enhance an area and its historical
and geographical qualities, that usually has been denied
when the housing scheme has been raised. At Vaulx-envelin, the project refinds the green connection and its
historical lines of the old market garden field.

Introduce diversity to improve social relationships
The modern thinking is based on creating an absolute
evenness but as Roland Castro explains : we need to
be unequal to produce equality. The social character of
the neighborhood needs to be broken down in order to
reintroduce the social diversity. As the city is a place for
social representation, the space also needs to be qualified in that way. For example, another step for introducing diversity is to give back to the public spaces its
original meaning : social relationship. «Since the greek
antiquity, the city, the street, the forum are the places for

The programming in the Courtillières

democraty, live together. Building new streets is in a way
learn to live together»(A. Grumbach : 2007) As well as
the meaning of public life needs to be recovered in the
public space, people need also there residential intimity
and feeling of belonging. The facades of buildings can be
diversified and the outdoor space can be used in a more
intimate way. About the feeling of belonging, Roland
Castro adds a comment : «The feeling of belonging and
dignity is created when we leave somewhere, not in the
same thing than everybody» (R.Castro : 2007)

Masterplan of Vaulx-en-Velin

Concepts
In the book «Régéner les grands ensembles», Ariella
Masboungi sums up the different positions we can find in
the renewal projects :
++ Glorify : Recognize the particularities and values that
belongs to one area, for example, the project of renovating the buildings of Lods neighborhood in Rouen in
order to recover the original facades.
++ Emphasize : Create interest and life, social differentiation and enhance the local activities and values. We
can see some examples with the micro-programming
of La Courtillières project or the second phase of the
Marzahn neighborhood where smaller buildings have

Microprogramming for the Courtillières
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been added to create more life and social differentiation.
++ Turn away : Join the area with the existing city and
soften the relationship between height and groundfloor, create new uses around it.
++ Domesticate : Remodel the neighborhood in order
to make it looking nicer, as the project in Lorient for
example.
++ Promote : Put on stage all the good values of the
neighborhood and the architecture, for example by
lighting mise-en-scène of the public spaces and values
as in Vaulx-en-velin.
++ Contrast : Go against the logic of the previous project
and reinterprate it.
++ Deny, demolish : Eradicate the model
++ Use all the attitudes, successively
These concepts are aiming to define a list of behaviours
architects and planners can have when renewing a social
modern housing scheme. This list is not a reference of
what should systematically be done, it is an observation
that can be done.

What to take in consideration for the projet
The observation of the positions about the renewal of a

social modern housing scheme reveals differents aspects
to take in account for a project and will be used for the
Concorde neigborhood in Lille.
ll Recycle is a normal process !
Recycling the city doesn’t mean to destroy it. We should
not be radical and in between the museum and tabula
rasa we have normal processes of the city : sometimes
destruction, renovation, reshaping, densification, ... when
renewing the city we need to think about the heritage
but also don’t keep everything because it is heritage : the
choice has to be done in a subtle way and better question need to be asked: Is the building still in good condition ? What is the architectural quality of the buildings ?
Is it more expansive to reshape, renovate or destroy ? Are
people maybe attached to their place of living ?
Let’s think about more creative ways of recycling !
llMake a design that helps for insecurity when it is
needed
The areas usually suffer from insecurity which is not inviting the people to enter the neighborhood. During the
project, the new design has to provide a security feeling.

llThink about adapted ways of setting the limit
between the private and public
To settle the feeling of belonging, we need to keep in
mind the difference between private, intimate life and
the public life. The hierarchy between both is important
to be thought at the beginning of the project in order to
create many spaces with diverse meaning for people and
where they can feel comfortable for their different uses.
In that way, the neighborhood should not be as before
a big park without any private outdoor life, the park can
be divided into some small parks and areas for others
activities.
llModel the public spaces, give them a meaning
An important place has to be kept for the social life in
the neighborhood. The public spaces has to be qualified,
according to the local life and provide new and different
programming with inventive forms and atmosphere. The
need of all kind of users has to be identified and the public spaces activities have to be created in that way. The
large space should be reduced to a human scale space.
llCreate diversity
By changing the buildings, the facades, adding more

programming, enhancing the qualities and qualifying
the public space, the neighborhood can become more
diverse in the way it looks. We have also to create the
opportunity to input more social diversity. The public
domain (Hajer & Reijndorp : 2001) theory can be a departure point for designing public spaces where people
exchange and use the space in different way, thinking
about the way to attract new social class and to create
their interest. The social diversity can be also reached by
breaking the social ownership of these housing schemes.
llChange the social segregation by policies and
local actions
To change the territorial social segregation in the city is
one point that can make the problem change. It is clear
that the fact of having such big areas dedicated to the
lower social class is the same as creating a ghetto. In
France, we can see the social areas at different scales,
some cities count a high percentage of social areas, when
some doesn’t have almost anything (Neuilly-sur-Seine
for example). In 2001, the politians had voted a law that
compels the cities with more than 3500 inhabitants to
have at least 20 % of social housing. The law is fighting
against the social segregation between cities but it is not
Fig 1.8. The Random repartition of owner on the different scales
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solving the social situation inside the cities. This is a limit
and the action should be carried on in different scales
(Fig 1.8.). The main problem is that in cities, the big areas
of social housing are owned by one same structure. We
could imagine some actions and do it in a local way : The
social structure could accept to sell a part of the housing
stock and in return buy accomodation in other part of
the cities.
We can also imagine a new title in a local plan where a
map explains the actions and how the social housing are
shared through a city.
llThere is not one solution : take the context in
account, involve the people and purpose creative
actions !
To conclude, the strategies to renew a social housing neighborhood are diverse and should be chosen and adapted to the unique context of the considered neighborhood. This is why it is important to reflect on the means
we have to analyse the context and the needs at different
scales : involving all participant, inhabitants, inhabitants
of other neighborhood to know how the neighborhood

could be attractive for them, use the inhabitants and
local people supporting social life experiences can help
to find new adapter concepts.
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The Concorde neighborhood : Analysis
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last plan of development : cultural planning, creation of
accomodation, up-grading of urban areas, development
of wildland or desindustrialized areas.

Upgrade the social difficulties areas

High Class
High-Middle Class
Middle Class
Low Class
Urban renewal areas

Urban growth, Urban renewal
Since the fifties, as many cities, the Metropolis knew a
big growth of its urban area : 300% of space for only 30%
of population growth from 1950 to 2005. The municipality has to face a dilemma about the attractiveness and
urban growth. The question of the density is risen. The
average of the Metropole is around 28 accomodation
per hectares and 84 for Lille city. Densifying the urban
area is necessary but need to be considered in each case.
The urban renewal projects had been engaged since the

In the inner-city of Lille, the social segregation is highly
visible, we can make a correlation between the social
classes and the neighborhood’s attractiveness. Thus the
will of urban renewal had been concentrated where the
social difficulties are the highest (map on the let). The
Concorde neighborhood belongs to this belt of low-class
population. Maybe the neighborhood can be more popular as areas like «Wazemmes» with its Bazar or «La Gare
Saint-Sauveur» with a programming of urban activities.

Towards sustainable Lifestyles
Lille Municipality is now branding a dynamic metropolis
being ahead of future lifestyle : live together better. It
means densifying the city, but promote better way of living and sharing the public spaces, social and functional
diversity, better way to protect and introduce the nature
into the city. By a renewal, the Concorde neighborhood
could get into this new dynamic of the city.

A neighborhood outside the old fortifications
The development of the city through the years has settled a visible difference between the neighborhoods.The
«modern belt» contrasts from the former settlements.

17th Century : Vauban Fortification

19th Century : Extension and new ramparts

20th Century : Fortification’s end, city’s growth

After two successive developments inside the fortifications (17th and 19th century), the expansion is
possible beyond it. The new masterplan of 1950 makes
the old fortification a new urban boulevard around the
city. Though the former ramparts creates an historical
seperation between the new and old city, the modern
plan reinforces the clash with the inner-city. The rampart
doesn’t exist anymore but the line is nowadays an urban
beltway where the old doors had been kept as important
entrances to the inner-city.
The Concorde neighborhood is situated
between the «Porte des postes» and the
«Porte de Béthune» («Porte» means door in
french) that are the two edges and the line
ramparts is called «the Boulevard de Metz»
(Metz Boulevard).

Middle-age city

Haussmann city

Modern city

Others
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From a plan of 1958, the Concorde settlement is made to
offer new and proper accomodation to the middle-class
inhabitants of Lille. The will of creating a new rationnal
city from the principles of the Athens Chart is visible in
the neighborhood’s organization. As we can see on the
picture of 1960, the repetitive architecture, the outof-scale public spaces and the seperation of cars and
human flows. Indeed, the plan is contrasting completely
from the inner-city organization. The Metz Boulevard is a
first border from the old ramparts has been followed by a
second one...

The New ramparts: The highway
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The Highway is now the new border between the innercity and the rest of the Metropole. It is a structural road
for the country because it links all the European capitals.
The highway is bording the Concorde neighborhood,
a small buffer and a hill attemp to isolate the neighborhood from the noise and unsecurity from the highway.
With a car trafic estimated around 120 000 cars per day
between the two doors, the highway A25 becomes the
new rampart. The cross over the highway is possible by
two bridges at the two doors.
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... And the Old ramparts: «La promenade»
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Plaine de la poterne

Colline Concorde

Some zones from the non-built areas of the ramparts has
turned into green areas. The municipalities has identified
these zones as ecological links where the biodiversity can
be preserved.

La Citadelle

Colline Concorde

The principles of the zones around the inner-city is now
gathered around one concept : «The promenade des
remparts». The idea is to purpose a progression through
the old route of the rampart along the green areas and
Lé
n B and activites as they wish.
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the spaces are not really linked together especially in the
south of Lille. The way to reach one part to another is not
pedestrian friendly.
The «Colline Concorde» (Concorde Hill) is a part of the
concept and situated in the Concorde neighborhood.
The park is hiden between the buildings from the Léon
Blum street and the highway. The entrances to the park
are confidential. Around the hill, the introverted Verhearen garden and the boulevard Montebello are difficult
to reach. The access is possible by a cross at the edges
of the neighborhood, the Beethoven Avenue and Metz
Boulevard.
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The Beethoven avenue is the street linking
the Béthune door to the over-highway side
of the city. The street is quite large (100
meters) and has a high-trafic (around15 000
vehicles per day).
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On one side of the boulevard, two fences are
seperating the street life to the other side of
the city. The fences sometimes let a visual
connection, sometimes not (wall).

The grass strip

Pedestrians PARKING

Bicyles

CARS GREEN TAPE TO CROSS CARS

Along the boulevard, the public spaces are seperated
from the street by a hill.

There is a rythm of buildings along the boulevard, but it is a bit repetitive.

BOULEVARD DE METZ

The hills

FENCES

The fence

A grass strip is in the middle of the boulevard, making
the spontaneous cross from the pedetrian difficult.
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Road hierarchy in Lille
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The «no street structure» is also read by the fact that all the street
Place is next to the
has the same design principles, where the sidewalk
building and in the other side a green area. Antoine Tacq
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The Metz Boulevard and Beethoven Avenue are two
structural road into the city of Lille that link the neighborhood to the center, the others neighborhood and the
area over the highway. These boulevards and the roundabout of the Postes Door are the edges of the neighborhood. The street structure into the neighborhood has
no hierarchy, all are tertiary roads and no secondary road
link the neighborhood with the surroundings.
The point where the tertiary street and the edges meet
are creating some friction of uses where there is no obvious way to enter and a change of speed.
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The neighborhood has already a good connection with
the alternative transport meanings (public transport,
pedestrian and bicycle). The metro station of the postes
door is a hub between the two lines of metro. Two bus
lines are going along the Metz Boulevard with a stop
each 500 meters which are reachable by all the population from the neighborhood. Two bicycle paths on the
Boulevard de Metz allow people to circulate easily but
the entrance in the neighborhood is still quite difficult
because of the boulevard design.
BOULEVARD DE METZ STOPS
BICYCLE

TACQ STOP
PARK ‘n
RIDE

PATH

PORTE DES POSTES STATION
PORTE DES
POSTES STOPS

PARKING
METRO ENTRANCE
BUS STOP

The Boulevard de metz stop

The Metro station

Park ‘n ride

The built density
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Heights

16 storeys

1 storey
0 storey

Site surface : 21,4 hectares
Buildings foot print : 10%
FAR : 228 %
Number of accomodation : 1489
Density : 70 dwellings per hectare
Heights : 1-16 storeys

Average footprint in the inner-city : 50% - 70 %
Average FAR in the inner-city: 190%-220%
Average density in the inner-city : 84 dwellings per hectare
Heights in the surroundings : 1-4 storeys

The urban forms is breaking with surroundings.The building footprint shows that 90% of the
neighborhood surface is free space divided between streets, parkings and green spaces. The
slab urban form makes a better lighting possible for the accomodation (the most part is oriented north-east) but creates a higher wind velocity and less urban comfort (Pedersen : 2009).

The buildings creating landmarks and transparences

1 - First view from the Béthune Door

2-From the hill

3 - From the surroundings 4 - To the st-Martin Church
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5 - From the other

side of the highway
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A gap between the urban forms but some similarities
Urban forms

In the neighborhood

The Slab

Land status

Architecture
Horizontal, simple form, repetititve

Materials
Brick and concrete

Brick and concrete or
concrete stones
The Pavilion

In the surroudnings

Vertical, decorated, repetitive but diversity
The Urban block

The urban forms and architecture style from the neighborhood and the surroundings are different. Horizontal
vs vertical, simple vs decorated, similar vs diverse, the
architecture of the Concorde neighborhood is completly
the opposite of the historical architecture of Lille. The
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Brick, ceramic and tile

proportion of the buildings are really contrasting. Some
small details (white colours as frame windows) of the
buildings and the brick material are however matching
with the identity of the city and the region.
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Some facades are completely in retreat

The private/public limit created by the slabs forms is too
strong. It seems that no relationship exists between the
life inside the building and the life outside. For example,
the groundfloor is a dead facade for the pedestrian with
high windows, sometimes with a wire screen. The living
facade are higher and give the impression for the pedestrian to be observed all the time.
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... Also on the backside to the green areas
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The ground-floor is blind on the pedestrian path ...
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The access to the buildings are always looking the same
and can be differentiated by a number, thus the private
area doesn’t give any particular feeling of belonging to
the people living it.
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The buildings functions
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Commerces of the béthune door
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The parcels and owners
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The map behind shows the parcels and owners on the
area of the Concorde neighborhood. The neighborhood,
on the contrary to the most part of the city, is owned
by the same social structure renting the flat for a really
cheap price. To have a dwelling in such places, some
conditions need to be fullfilled, one of them concerns the
salary.
In one area of 21 hectares, the population comes only
from the lower social class. This is a territorial social
segregation.
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Buildings owned by the state
social housing Office (LMH)
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A poor diversity of outdoor spaces
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The people are asking for more shared
gardens.
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The Concorde hill

“

The square with parkings

Playground areas

The mothers are talking under the sun
in the Concorde hill in summer.
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Colours and materials

Urban Furnitures

Vegetation
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I like working in an area where i can
see the green and hear the birds.

”

The public spaces are also similar (90% of the land).
The impression of being in a big park with some
buildinds embedded in the middle is not giving any
feeling of belonging to the people. There is no difference between the two extreme parts of the neighborhood, no change of atmosphere. The materials,
colours, vegetation, urban furniture are usually repetitive. The functions are basic, some sports functions,
paygrounds but they are used, some areas includes
some benches to sit down. The shared gardens are
however a success and the hill is also used by the inhabitants. What could play the role of public plaza are
nowadays, places for parking or car trafic. The parking
lots are taking a big part of the place (percentage) and
seperating the green squares with the sidewalks.

043

The place of social life doesn’t invite to stay

The commercial plaza of the neighborhood is called
the «square albert samain», square is used usually in
french to qualify a small public garden. In that way, the
meaning of the plaza is blury. The plaza is somehow
playing a role of social interactions because of the
commerces but at the same time, nothing is made
for people to stay around. Only a couple of youth are
hanging around, watching the passer-by.The most
part of the plaza is a car park. One building is containing the commerces : the post office, a pharmacy, a
butchery, a grocery shop, a barkery and a supermarket. Around the buildings, on the groundfloor are also
occupied by some commerces or social help centers.
In the other side of the Metz Boulevard, the social
center is an important point gathering much people
for activities. The building is an old renovated church,
with a will to create some leisure functions in front
of it. The style is simple and modern, made of brick,
a ramp makes the building accessible and had been
painted in an intense green to give some dynamism.
The social life and help are well developed in the
neighborhood and the local municipality is involved
helping associations and inhabitants’ initiatives.

“

The social Center plaza

Some young people are hanging around
on the commercial plaza

The Commercial plaza

”

The Commerces building

The social, cultural and leisure attractors

La Citadelle : Leisure and
sport
Colysée

City center : Tourism,
commerce and cutlure

Bazar of Wazemmes :
commercial and
social meeting place

Maison folie de
Wazemmes

Social life attractors
Associations and activites houses
Market
Museum
Auditorium, concert hall and theater
Exhibition places
Leisure parks

La Halle de la glisse : Skate
park and urban culture
activites

La Gare Saint Sauveur :
exhibition, playgoround, events
and activites
Maison folie de
Moulins
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The inner-city is punctuated by attractors for social life
that are attented by diverse people coming from the metropole. Since 10 years, the municipality is using cultural
planning as development tool for the metropole. Being
the european culture capital in 2004 has been an opportunity to improve the social, cultural and leisure activities
and create a dynamic and young image of the city. This
event had encourage a cultural program for the city. We
can see now many events, art in public space, ... under
the name of Lille 3000, which is under the organisation
board of Lille 2004. The 2004 event had raised up the
creation of «Les maisons folie», usually an industrial or
interesting architectural building renovated to welcome
groups and associations.
More than that some places like the big bazar of Wazemmes are very popular, a cultural diversity meeting point
during the week. The historical part of the city are attracting much people. The city center attracts the tourist
and offers commerces and leisure places. The Citadelle is
a place for sport and outdoor activities for children and
family.
The concorde neighborhood seems to be out of this
cultural life at the city scale. The Concorde hill is an opportunity as well as the skate park gathering as well a lot
of sportsman and urban culture amateur.

To sum up

The analysis reveals the situation in the neighborhood
which is important to take in account through the
concept and the project.
llSocial segregation but cultural diversity
The area is occupied by the lowest social class of Lille Metropole. The neighborhood presents the typical situation
for a social modern housing scheme : an area about 20
hectares dedicated for the same kind of people who are
furthermore facing problems in their life. However, the
population is rich of cultural diversity : immigrants from
different countries, descendants of immigrants and north
of France root people. The social life and help is already
well developed and recognized in the different centers of
the neighborhood.
llMany spatial pathologies (ref. page 17)
The neigborhood presents many spatial problems we
talked about in the first chapter. There is disconnections
because of flow spaces (boulevard, highway) and also
the urban forms, architecture style and heights that are
contrasting highly with the surroundings. The public
spaces, the buildings are similar and repetitive by their
forms, colours, materials and it creates a monotonous

ambiance. The lack of hierarchy in the neighborhood
makes difficult to read the space. The large scale and the
blind ground-floors of the buildings, unpleasant landgrabbing as well as the disconnection with the city are
contributing to create an atmosphere of unsafety. This
effect is reinforcing the disconnection with the life of the
rest of the city.
ll Beloved green spaces but not used
The inhabitants appreciate the high percentage of nature
in the neighborhood but paradoxically, as the public
spaces have no meanings, no particular atmospheres
and uses, the feeling of belonging is weak. The nature is
however an important quality for the neighborhood that
needs to be improved and enhanced as a high quality
for living environment compared to the inner-city which
doesn’t offer it so much.
llA good quality of the buildings in overall
The architectural style of the buildings is interesting. It
mixes a modern style with a regional identity which is
creating a new identity for the neighborhood. The buildings in general are well maintained, maybe a renovation inside is necessary. Only the commerces buildings
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of the Albert Samain Square and the buildings of the
Léon Blum (especially the middle part) street have less
quality. The exposure of the buildings is also contributing
to create a good living area inside it. But the slab forms
doesn’t help for a comfortable environment in the public
space because of the wind flows that it creates.
llNeeds and opportunities to keep in mind
Many qualities and events surrounding the neighborhood can encourage a renewal : The urban activites, the
«promenade des remparts» going through, the existing
centers, the topography of the hill and the amount of nature around, the shared gardens, the localisation closed
the Hyper-center of the metropole, the metro station and
bus lines as concrete links. In order to make a renewal
work, the neighborhood needs to be spatially linked to
the city or we could say that the city can be brought in
the neighborhood until its background. Furthermore, the
public spaces need to be upgraded in order to purpose
more attractive atmospheres with new uses, especially
for the teenagers, young adults but also for the other
types of inhabitant.

003
A future for the neighborhood :
Concept and strategy

Concept: Intensify the concorde neighborhood
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The analysis of the neighborhood reveals that the main problem is the disjunction with the city life by the spatial settlement,
the urban design and the social segregation. However it contains many qualities as the already existing social life, the nature,
the architecture. The concept of intensifying is toIntensifier
produce interest
?? for the neighborhood, enhance its good qualities, activate
and strenghten the urban life. By this action, the will is to bring more life in the neighborhood and integrate it to the city’s
dynamic. In order to intensify, many tools will be used through the strategy and the design.
?

Intensifier ??

?

Intensifier ??

?

Intensifier ??

?

Connection

The connection action is to link better the
neighborhood with the city but also link the space within
it.

Diversification

Intensifier ??

?

It is important to introduce diversity to
create an active space rather than a monotonous space.
In that way, the diversification has to be done at different
levels : urban forms, heights, colours, materials, atmospheres, public spaces, activities, functions. The neighborhood needs also to be more diversified socially in order
to break its bad picture and avoid predjudices. The social
diversity can be created by the arrival of new users from
a different social class in the neighborhood.

Densification

The densification process is about constructing more building and so invite more people to live in
the neighborhood. It will create more offers of accomo-

dation. Thus create more life that will help to create a
social diversity. Constructing a new architecture and new
buildings are also creating diversity and will break the
huge public spaces in order to create small spaces. Along
densifying the build part, the vegetation in order to be
enhanced needs to be densified as well.

Polarities

Working with the polarities means to
enhance the existing centers of the neighborhood but
also create new spaces that gather people and this at
different scales. Some spaces are public domains, others
are lifestyle domains.

Hierarchy

Integrating a hierarchy between the spaces
makes the neighborhood structure more understandable. The hierarchy needs to be done for the uses: clarify
the hierarchy between the streets, between the public,
semi-public or semi-private areas.

Intensify the neighborhood: the physical interventions

fier ??

?

The road structure

The new road structure is created first by a longitudinal road: the Léon Blum street. The Léon Blum Street is
linking the two extreme parts of the neighborhood. The
car activity will bring life and thus increase the feeling
of safety. The inside part of the neighborhood becomes
obviously more integrated into the city. The road is a
fier ?? primary road and will replace the function of the Metz
Boulevard. Thus the Metz boulevard will become a secondary road with less trafic in order to be a link instead
of a barrier
Intensifier
?? as it is today. Futhermore, the neighborhood
is meshed by secondary and tertiary roads creating the
link between the Léon Blum Street, the Metz Boulevard
Intensifier
?? A link that is nowadays missing.
and the surroundings.
?

?

?

The 3 strips of urban
forms

Op e

The urban forms in the neighborhood are distinguished
into three strips that are coming along with the existing
buildings. The first strip, where the existing slabs are, is
called the open block strip. The open block form is used
to create small outdoor spaces and build a facade to the

Op e
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?

Op e
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Metz Boulevard. The garden city strip is the second one,
built on the existing huge park, the new urban form is
Family p
Gard a facade for the Léon Blum street. As said in the
ark creating
en-City strip
analysis, the
commerce building and the middle part
of the Léon Blum buildings don’t have a good a quality.
So they are removed. The third strip is the Léon Blum
building. It will be turned into the family park strip. New
entrances are created by new gardens on the Concorde
hill side.
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The different polarities
The neighborhood is already made of different living
centers which have different functions. The public spaces
are designed for flow whereas the buildings are the
place of human exchanges. Thus, the polarities will be
enhanced by gathering more functions according to
their importance and by creating an outdoor social place
meeting. A hierarchy between the centers is done and
will attract from global (rest of the metropole) to local
people (dwellers). The important point for the metropole
is the economical and social center, in an area of less than
200 meters from the metro station. The new buildings
are offering more work places, commerces and social
administration structure (like the existing family allowance). The commercial and cultural plazas will attract
the people from the surroundings whereas the social and
cultural or education plazas with schools, multimedia
library or day care center will attract the dwellers. The
hierarchy between the public plazas is emphasized by
the activities created on it. The green and sport links will
create a different identity to the plazas.
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The «jardin de M. Lalo» is created for the use of the dwellers. It is a garden dedicated to the arts and the work of
the dwellers (schools and social centers) where the local
events (school fete, work exhibition) are taking place.
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As the middle part of the Leon Blum buildings is removed, the Concorde Hill is linked to the promenade
des remparts by a visual connection. It enhances the
topography and a park. This is the Hill park («parc de la
colline»). There is a graduation between the hill, the park
and the promenade, where one is more intimate and the
other one more public. The shared gardens are extended
in the Concorde hill.
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The places definied by the municipality for the concept
of «promenade des remparts» need to be linked together. Furthermore, today, the Concorde hill is too
secret. Its background position gives a feeling of unsafety
and doesn’t invite the rest of lille citizen to use it. In order
to give a real meaning to the promenade des remparts,
a new link, at the place of the old ramparts, is created.
It follows the concept of purposing a green space. The
promenade is attracting the citizen of Lille. It is offering
a place for leisure and activities according to the plazas it goes through. The promenade is also a place for
temporary events. As a secondary route, the Concorde
Hill, the Verhaeren garden and the promenade are linked
together.

Le jardin
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The green public spaces
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La Colline Concorde
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Le jardin
De M. LaL
o

La Citadelle : Leisure and
sport

Bazar of Wazemmes :
commercial and
social meeting place
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La Gare Saint Sauveur :
exhibition, playgoround, events
and activites

The urban activities link

La CoofllLille
ineisCright
The city
rdea non-friendly space for praonconow

ticing sport. Some points, as the attractors (la citadelle,
la halle de la glisse) or some plazas, are gathering people
for doing different kind of sport (running, biking, skating,
...) To create activities on the public space, a sportive link
between the two «sports attractors» is going through the
neighborhood and the city. This is also giving the opportunity for people to pratice sport through the city.

La Halle de la glisse : Skate
park and urban culture
activites
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City center : Tourism,
commerce and cutlure
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The link is regulated by different places for sport, as
tennis court, football fields, basket ball, climbing wall on
the high buildings, skating ramp and facitilies for urban
culture activities (dance, BMX, roller, wall paiting ...) The
sportive path is a route to enable the moving sports, as
running, biking, rolling, skating, ....
According to the proximity of the attractors, the design
for sport will be different. So, the path going through
the neighborhood will purpose more places for skating than the path next to the Citadelle. The path in the
neighborhood is going along with the Leon Blum street.
It is called the Wave because of the dynamic behaviours
created by moving sports (running, skating). Between
the neighborhood and the Citadelle, the path joins
sometimes the new promenade des remparts path. At
that point the promenade des remparts becomes a place
both for strolling but also running, ...
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the life: the users

The type of dwellers
The design has to fit to the different users : the current
dwellers, the coming users and the temporary users.
The current users belong to the lower social class. They
are diverse by their ages, ethnic origin, family situation.
The creation of the different outdoor activities on the

public spaces is matching with the different wish of these
users: sports with the Wave, leisure places with the parks,
gardens, plazas, promenade, social events places that can
be used by the social and education structure in the neighborhood or spontaneously by the users themselves.
The new public spaces are upgrading the quality of life
of the current user. The new offer of accomodation is also
fitting to the need of smaller or bigger appartements, for
big families for example.
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The new type of dwellers is compound by different social
classes. The new offer of accomodation is matching a
young generation, looking for a place in the inner-part of
the city for many reasons : being closed to the work place
or the city center, looking for social and cultural exchanges, for another flat, new lifestyles (green neighborhood,
social experience, outdoor area, urban farming ...).

The rest of Lille citizen
They are temporary users from different social classes,
looking for social and cultural experience : being in a nice
atmosphere public space, a leisure park, cultural events,
sports to practice, active public life and neighborhood.

fier ??

?

Intensify the life: public domains
The Wave
The wave design has to invite the sports
activities and especially skaing, rolling
and also climbing. The Wave floor gives
an impression of movement, with a
dynamic form which creates sometimes
skating ramps. The urban furniture is
here designed for doing some fancy
movements. The wave is sometimes
meeting a high building, some climbing
wall are created on the facade.

Intensifier ??
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Yverdon les bains - Switzerland

Yokohama harbour - Japan

Intensifier ??

?

The Promenade des remparts

Aoyama neighborhood
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in Tokyo - Japan

Parc de la Villette in Paris - France

Being relaxed and have a low walking rythm, this is
how the promenade should influence the people going
through it. The design of the promenade des remparts is
a green vault created by a structure, symbolizing the former ramparts by a modern style. The walking path is seperated from the car trafic and the dimension is adequate
for many people walking, children biking and at the same
time offering a sit. The path is punctuated by different
spaces which are made to welcome temporary events.
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The Wave

The small living rooms
As a small scale gathering point, the living
rooms are special places with urban furniture
where the dwellers can meet spontaneously.
The living rooms design is following the neighborhood furniture design plus other different
furniture to create a diversity. The urban light
should be close to the floor to establish a cosy
atmosphere for the night.

??

?

Malmö skatepark - Sweden

Holland

tensifier ??

?

La place Albert Samain
The central plaza of the neighborhood is a place for
several uses. It gathers at the same time the social
center, every day life commerces and social help
structures. Different flows are crossing the plaza
but the priority is given to the pedestrians.
The plaza design invites the people to gather, stay
and use the place as they would like to. The promenade des remparts which is going through the
plaza is secondary but we can still feel its presence.

Aalborg harbour front - Denmark

Barcelona, Spain
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Intensifier ??

Intensify the life: urban forms and lifestyle domain
?

The open block strip
The open block strip is the compromise between the urban
block and the slab on free space of the modern urbanism. The
concept is to create a block with inside a more private area
where public flows are still possible. The hierarchy between
the private and public space becomes more obvious. Inside
the blocks, the gardens and areas are primarily designed for
the dwellers’s uses. The buildings are modern architecture,
simple but using different kind of materials (wood, steel,
glass, paint). The brick material is the predominant one in
order to match with the city identity.

Bedzed - England

Social housing in Clichy-sous-bois - France

La haute borne neighborhood in Villeneuve d’Ascq - France

Paris - France

GLW neighborhood in Amsterdam - Netherlands
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Intensifier ??

?

Intensifier ??
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Paris - France

North of Lille - France

Breda - Netherlands

The garden strip and family park
The garden strip is a new interpretation of the old urban forms of small city
houses. The buildings are in row, creating one facade on the main street and
a garden facade on the secondary street. The access of the buildings are from
both sides. The garden strip is an urban form enhancing the nature. Each flat
has an access to a garden or a terrace. One access is more public whereas the
other one is semi-public.
The family park is the idea of adding gardens to the slabs on the park side. This
is a new access to the buildings. And it is creating a link between the dwellers
and the Concorde hill park. The new access is stimulating the life for the park.

Vauban neighborhood in Freiburg - Germany

Intensifier ??

?

?? the nature: parks, gardens and nature forms
IIntensifier
ntensify
?

The Colline
Concorde and Hill
park
The Concorde hill is at the same time an ecological wild
land, an urban farming place and a leisure park. The
concept of the place is too show the two sides of the
nature, the wild and the controlled one. The concorde
hill is thus made by areas of dense wild nature and
areas of field flowers divided into the topography. The
shared gardens are spread into the fields. The hill park
is the park enhancing the topography of the Concorde
hill and linking it with the promenade des remparts,
the uses are thus meddled between the leisure park
and the stage.

Intensifier ??

?

Flower fields - Netherlands

Intensifier ?? Botanic gardens in Bordeaux - France
?

The diverse nature forms
The nature has to show its presence in different way in
the neighborhood. The new buildings are going to offer
terraces for the flats. The inside of the open blocks are
designed with gardens and small green spaces with trees
and bushes. The boulevard as the Beethoven avenue will
enhance the nature and be a showcase for the neighborhood. The new buildings facade would let sometimes the
space for the vegetation growing on it.

Barbican in London - England

Amsterdam - Netherlands

Bedzed - England
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Intensifier ??
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Ecological wildland in Lille - France

Shared gardens in north of Lille - France

The Jardin de
M. Lalo
The garden is dedicated to the art’s
exhibition. It is a garden with a parcours
and some places made to put on stage.
The atmosphere of the garden is calm
and is inviting to introspection. The
visitors is absorbed in another atmosphere and almost forget that he is in the
neighborhood.

The Giant garden in Lille - France

The Giant garden - France

The Bercy park in Paris - France

Intensify the neighborhood: Development strategy

0-10 years : first phase

10-20 years : second phase

The development of the neigborhood starts with enhancing the existing cores and
creating the two connections of the Léon Blum street and the connection with the
surroundings. The Metz boulevard becomes a secondary street and the promenade
des remparts is built. The first step is about bringing life into the most important
places that can have a quality which attracts people : commerces, metro station,
bus stops. The promenade des remparts is a place for events (for example summer
activities) showing the new dynamic of the renewed neighborhood.

After building around the centers, the development continues into the empty spaces. The others connections are created. The Concorde hill starts to be changed.
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T

20-40 years : third phase

Long term future : A more sustainable neighborhood

The last phase is finishing the connection of the neighborhood by the Esquermes
block and the constructions along the Metz boulevard.

In a long term future, the neighborhood can become a more sustainable area
which lets more spaces for the pedestrian and nature, the tramway will replace
the bus lines on the Metz Boulevard which is becoming an entire pedestrian zone.
The road structure will thus change to permit the circulation through the neighborhood.

T

Conclusion : the next step
The design chapter will focus on the masterplan until the third phase, explaining
the new urban forms and the new public spaces. The focus will be made on five different public spaces : the Albert Samain plaza, the Concorde Hill, the promenade,
the M. Lalo garden and the children passage.
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Towards the intensification : the design

Masterplan and AA’ section

1:1000

On the masterplan are the footprints of the new urban
forms. The open blocks are creating the semi-public
outdoor areas that are designed on the same principle :
a gradation between the private and public spaces. The
public spaces are concentrated around the main flow
going through the block. The semi private spaces are
closer to the buildings, green areas with sits, barbecue
and children playground or private gardens. Some new
buildings inside the openblocks are creating sun rooms
for the dwellers that cannot have a garden or a terrace.
The access to the building is thus from both sites, outside
and inside the open blocks.

Road surfaces

Green areas

Pedestrian surfaces

Gardens (Shared and private)

Public plazas (Shared spaces)

Flowers or Elephant grass

The public space are suiting together in order to participate to the global identity of the neighborhood.
The Beethoven Avenue is the gate for the inner city
entrance and a show case of the neighborhood. The
road way is narrowed down in order to create more
relationship between the two sides. The trees and flowers
are enhancing the perspective to the city entrance. The
sidewalk close to the road way are space for flow whereas the sidewalk close to the buildings is a cosier place
for the dwellers.
The Wave link is materialized by the same texture on the
floor, the flagstones are placed in order to create a movment to follow. The floor is leading to some sports places
as tennis court, basket ball or football fields and stopping
up against the climbing walls on buildings.

Terraces

(according to the season)

The wave surfaces

Buildings

Inside open block surfaces

Light structure building or
sunrooms

Park paths surfaces

A

A’
N
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BB’ section

1:1000

ILOT SIBIERSKI

THE WAVE

LA COLLINE CONCORDE SHARED GARDENS ECOLOGICAL ZONE

HIGHWAY

BOULEVARD
DE METZ

DAY CARE CENTER PROMENADE DES REMPARTS

AVENUE
LÉON BLUM

B’

ALLÉE
EDOUARD LALO

B

CC’ section

1:1000
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AVENUE DE BEETHOVEN

ILOT RENOIR

RUE DU PR.
LAMAZE

VERHAEREN

ALLÉE
RENOIR

C’

ALLÉE GEORGES
COURTELINE

C

MAIL DES ENFANTS SCHOOL

Buildings: Forms and heights

The urban forms before

The urban forms after

The predominant urban form is the slab. The height of most part of the building is
between 4 storeys and 16 storeys.

The most part of the slab is kept. Only the slab of Léon Blum street are cut in the
middle and the commercial building is replaced by a new building. The heights
are more different, the most part of new buildings heights is between 1 and 5
storeys.

Two views of the neighborhood
The terraces are placed according to the sun
light. On the new open blocks, the terraces are
situated in the middle of the new buildings
because they are the most exposed places to
the sun. The variation of the height makes the
flats on the highest part access the terraces.
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Buildings: Functions
Accomodation
Offices
Commerces
Education
Administration
Culture and social
Social and health

Buildings: before and after
100 %
90
80

Urban comfort

70

The new urban forms are breaking the wind velocity created by the slabs. It contributes to the
urban comfort in the public and private spaces.

60

Morning

Midday

100 %

100 %

90

90

80

80

70

70

40

40

30

30

30

20

20

20

20

10

10

10

10

0%

0%
Before

0%

0%
Accomodation Commerces

Offices

Culture

Education

Social

Function repartition percentage

The functions are diversified. Even though the number of
accomodation is increasing, the percentage is less high
than before. The number of accomodation was 1489
before and is 2180 after.

Sun light

Foot print and density

The new buildings heights are lower than the
existing slabs in order to let still the sun light
coming into the most of the accomodation. The
flats are double orientated in order to have one
sunnier facade with living rooms and one less
sunny with bedrooms.

The building footprint is changing from 10% to 19%
which is a fair densification that lets the rest of the space
to the public space. The outdoor areas are mostly the
same percentage excepted that some spaces are qualified and hierarchized, as the inside of open blocks,
private gardens and shared garden. The road surface is

Green areas : 32%

70

50

The functions repartition
Evening

80

50

30

Other : 5 %
Inside of Open blocks : 6 %
Inside of Open blocks : 6 %
Private gardens : 4 %
Shared gardens : 10 % Private gardens : 4 %
Shared gardens : 10 %

90

60

40

Other : 5 %

100 %

60

50
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Green areas : 32%

60
50

Road surface : 22 %

40

Parking lot : 2%
Building : 2%

Before

After

After

Road surface : 22 %

Parking lot : 2%
Building : 2%

Foot print percentage

increasing because of the mesh action but also decreasing as the boulevard de Metz is narrowed down. The
parking lot percentage on the public space decreases
to let only 380 places spread on the neighborhood. The
dwellers parking lot are built one floor underground of
the inside open blocks during the construction of the
new buildings. It means that 0,5 vehicules per accomodation can park (compared to 0,61 before).
The building density is increasing of 9%, from a FAR of
228 % to 253 %. The accomodation density is 92 accomodation per hectares (70 before) which is higher than the
inner-city of Lille average (84 accomodation per hectares).

The flows on the public space
Pedestrian zones
The pedestrians zones are divided by the sidewalks, the shared spaces, the parks. The
cross over the car ways is secured by the same material as the sidewalks. The pedestrian
zone is meshing the neighborhood so the travel from one point to another is easy and
many options of parcours are possible.

Bicycles lines
The bicycles flows are situated on the road way. On the primary road, the bicycle lines
are on both sides of the road way. On the secondary, tertiary and quarternary road, the
bicycles are circulating in the same places as the cars. The bicycles can circulate in some
pedestrian places as the shared spaces of the public plazas and places of leisure as the
promenade des remparts and the main route of the Concorde hill.

Bus lines and stop
The existing bus lines and bus stop are kept on the same way. The bus are going along
the Metz Boulevard in order to provide the service for the population for the concorde
neighborhood and the population of the surroundings.

Cars ways

Primary road
Secondary road
Tertiary road
Quaternary road

The Léon Blum street is welcoming the same trafic as the existing Metz boulevard, so
around 15 000 vehicules per day whereas the Metz boulevard is welcoming 5000 vehicules per day. The turning circle in the intersections of the road are different according to
their hierarchy. The radius is 30 meters for the primary road and round-abouts in order to
facilitate the trafic. The radius for the other roads is 5 meters in order to make the vehicules turn slower.

Road Hierarchy principles
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4 meters
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4 meters
3 meters 33meters
meters 3 meters 3 meters3
Primary road

Secondary road

Tertiary road

Quaternary road

The speed in the primary road is the same as in the
city: 50 km/h. The 9 meters of road way is let for
two bicycle lines, a trafic of cars and trucks. A part
of the parking lot on the public space (ref. page 75)
can be on one side of the street and 2 meters large.
The other side is free of car for letting the activities
of the wave.

The secondary road is designed to let the
space of a car and bus coming. The speed is
30 km/h. The car can also park on one side.

The tertiary road is large enough for the circulation of two cars but not too large in order
to make them avoid a high speed. The speed
limit is 30 km/h.

The road is a shared space
with the priority to the
pedestrians. The road is
large enough to let the
access for moving van and
fire service.

The public spaces
The promenade des remparts
The structure is travelling along
the Boulevard de Metz, on the
northern walkpath and regulated by activities and leisure
places.

Place de béthune (Béthune plaza)
The public plazas
On the public plazas, the priority is given to the pedestrians.
The plaza material is thus the
same on the road way as well.

The Wave
The activities are spread on the
journey from the skating park
to the Béthune door. The material on the floor is linking all the
activities.

Place Albert Samain (Albert Samain plaza)

Place des postes (Postes plaza)

Place Léon Blum
(Léon Blum plaza)

Passage des enfants (Children passage)

playground

Dance stage
C
limbing walls
Skating ramp

Skating ramp and
playground

Skating furniture

Paint walls

Climbing walls Skating ramp and
playground
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Îlot Lamaze
(Lamaze block)
Îlot Renoir
(Renoir block)

Îlot Janssoone
Îlot Sibierski
(Janssoone block) (Siberski block)

Îlot Samain
(Samain block)

Îlot Cezanne
Îlot d’Epinal
(C
ezanne block)
(Epinal block)

Îlot Lautrec
(Lautrec block)

The open blocks
The open block materials are
following the one set for the neighborhood (ref. next page).

The private and shared gardens

Shared gardens

Shared gardens

Shared gardens

Le jardin de M. Lalo
(The Mister Lalo garden)
La colline Concorde
(The Concorde hill)

Le parc de la colline
(The hill park)

The gardens are the private
outdoor areas for the dwellers.
The shared gardens are urban
farmings, run by an association
renting the parcels and making
sure about how people are engaged in it.

The public parcs and gardens
They are the public green areas
with different atmospheres and
activities.

Materials and urban furniture
Asphalt

Rust color metal

Wood

Concrete
Brushed steel

Brick

Field flowers and grass family
(Tulip, poppy, dandelion)

Concrete pavement

fruit and flower trees (cherry tree,
plum tree, Judas tree)

The Materials and vegetal species
The identity of the neighborhood is created by different kind of materials enhancing the existing architecture made out of brick. The pavement of the sidewalks
are made of different concrete blocks, the difference is on the size of the pavement. The concrete colors should be in cold greys and the wood, bricks and rust
color metal are constrasting in adding warm colors.
The vegetal species are first some high trees, basic species we can find in the
region of Lille. As landmarks, some colored trees can be used in some perspectives
for example, as a gingko biloba which is green in summer and a gold yellow in
automn. The flower field and fruit trees is enhancing the identity of urban farming.

High trees, usual species (chestnut
tree, Plane tree, Maple, Silver
maple, Ash tree, Birch, Beech tree)

Special colors species (Gingko

biloba, red oak, Honey locust, Lime
tree)
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The urban lighting, benches and chair
The modern character of the neighborhood is enhanced by simple forms. The urban lighting are different
according to the use. The highest one is 7 meters and enlight the car ways. The second one is for pedestrian
areas and 4 meters high. One can combine the two uses when it is on a primary road with sidewalks.
The two last one are light colored marked and living-room lamp for cosy places.
The urban furniture are made out of concrete blocks. The diversification is made by adding different materials and changing the forms. The arm chairs and chairs are designed to be used in the outdoor living rooms.

Le jardin de M. Lalo

Sit

Walk
slowly

Bamboo
Sophora

A calm atmosphere garden for exhibitions
The garden is creating an atmosphere to give a feeling of serenity and introspection in order to make the visitor attentive
to the art that is exhibited. Some vegetal species are cold green, the vegetation choosen is light and with a lot of leafs to
create a vaporous ambience. The parcours is like a labyrinth of discoveries and suprises. The stages for art are placed in the
vegetation or corners.The central plaza is a place for stage or event organized by the dwellers. For example, a fete from the
school or a concert from the music school or an art exhibition from the social center.

Watch

Fennel
Gingko biloba

The exhibition parcours
Goldenrain tree
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Granit stones

The main route leading to a central plaza

Le passage des enfants

Sit

Walk
slowly

Walk
Fast
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Wait

A secure plaza

The entrances of the schools and sitting areas

A passage for children and parents

The main flow through the plaza

The small gardens are formed by a concrete furniture creating a tilted surface where children can walk and
have fun. The furniture is shaping benches around the school entrances where parents can sit when they wait
for their children.
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La colline Concorde

Sit

Walk
slowly

Play

Bicycle

Wild vs controlled

Lay

The Concorde hill is a place where meets two types of nature and two atmospheres. The wild zone is a dense
zone where the vegetal species from the region can grow easily. The dense vegetation and the cold colours
of the trees and Ivies are creating a shaded zone where the nature took the place over the human control.
The wild zone can let the local fauna live in peace. The dense vegetation is also a buffer for the sound coming from the highway. The controlled nature is created by small fields following the natural topography,
the small fields are sometimes the farmed gardens or grass or field flowers. The sun exposure and the warm
colours of the flowers and grass is creating a bright atmosphere where the people can feel like laying down
or sit and have pic nic. Some urban furniture are placed in the park to let the possibility to people to sit properly. The concrete blocks of furniture are completely covered by wood.

A stroll through a park, a stroll
through the city
The main path of the park
connects the two sides of the neighborhood (Beethoven Avenue
and Postes door) so the park promenade is included into a journey
in the city. The main path can be
used by bicycles.
The flieds of the controlled nature
part are creating different paths
so the options of parcours into the
Concorde hill are multiple.
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Wild vs controlled

The main flow

The topography from the hill park to the Concorde hill

The secondary flows
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Intimate vs public
The park is sometimes creating intimate spaces and sometimes more public spaces. The grass fields are welcoming
many people, groups and families. Whereas the field flowers are not so used for leisure except the small platforms
of 3 meters of diameters, in wood, that are hidden within the flowers and welcome the people to enjoy an intimate
atmosphere. The shaded wild zone is also a more intimate space surrounded by vegetation.

Paths in consolidated sand

Warm colours species
(Field flowers, poppy, family grass,
grass dandelion, fruit trees)

Lay on the grass

Cold colours species which
grow naturraly in the region

(Ivy, Beech tree, oak tree, maple
tree, Birch, ...)

Lay on the platform in the flowers
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View of ecological place, fields and
leisure

La promenade des remparts
Metro station

Run
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Walk
slowly

Watch

Walk
Fast

Wall for exhibitions or painting
Bicycle

Sit

Lay
Stage for shows or free
plaza for markets

Plaza to make a break in the

journey : café, pizzeria, kebab

Temporary café terrace
for sports events and

spring-summer time

Calm sitting area,
benches and tables

A green path for leisure
The promenade des remparts is a green path regulated by different places for
events and activities. The structure where climbing vegetation is growing is
creating a green vault which is sometimes larg enough for a path or bigger to
create a pergola and welcomes a café.
The structure is symbolizing the old remparts but in a modern style where
the nature is coming over the human settlement. The structure is sometimes
densified to enhance the presence of the nature but sometimes let the space
more opened and become a small pillars that are only urban light furniture
where sometimes the nature can still grow.

Wood

Wisteria

Jasmine
Ivy

Steel

deactivated concrete

The structure: a backbone held by pillars

A structure in steel and wood where the vegetation grows
The structure has a form of a dynamic shape growing along the path symbolizing the growth of the
vegetation.The main structure is made out of steel. Its form is created by a main backbone running
through the path and supported by the main pillars (5 meters is the highest point) and secondary
pillars that has a different form. The inside of the triangles are sometimes densified by wood where
the vegetation is sometimes growing or sometimes let like it is to create shadow’s effects on the floor.
When the structure is less dense, the main pillars are still here and have a function of urban light.
The growing vegetation is permanent, some species make flowers and create a pleasant smell during
summer (the jasmine for example).

The main pillars
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La place Albert Samain
Walk
slowly

Walk
Fast

Play

Bicycle

Sit

Skate

A plaza with different rooms

Lay

The Albert Samain plaza is divided into different rooms and crossed by many kind of flows. The rectangular shape of the plaza is enhanced by a modern design, rectangular forms, intense color paint and
concrete. The trees forms is also geometrical and reinforce the dynamism of the atmosphere. The plaza
is divided into a commercial plaza where in the center a forum is gathering people around and a social
plaza more calm and simple in order to put on stage the renovated old church of the social center.
The places are sometimes active, where pedestrians can cross and people can skate or play and sometimes passive where people can sit and rest, watch people and the plaza.

Geometrial form :Caucasian Wingnut

Concrete block

Painted concrete

The passive (green) and active (yellow) places

and pavement

The social and commercial rooms
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The promenade structure and plaza

The pedestrian flows

The promenade structure let the importance to
the plaza but still stay present. Some parts of the
structure is repeated in the plaza and give a vegetal and shaded meaning to some small places.
For example, the structure cross over the Metz
boulevard to shape a bus station.
The promenade structure is spread into the plaza
with the main pillars as urban light.

The forum and urban furniture
The promenade flow

The bus lines and bus stops

The car flows

The structure of the promenade des remparts

The forum is the gathering point of the plaza. The
urban furniture are following the ramps which are
leading to the center of the plaza. A part of the
forum forms is a café terrace where the kebab and
pizzeria can settle tables and chairs to eat outside.
The ramps are made to be used as a skating furniture.
The colours of the urban furniture are on one side
of the block in order to create a depth vision when
seeing the plaza.

The stairs and ramps creating urban furniture

Plaza plan and DD’ section

1:200
Car, bus and bike way (Asphalt)
Shared zone : pedestrians, bikes, bus and car (concrete paving
stone 0,1*0,1m)
Plaza (concrete flagstones 0,1*1m)
Café terrace (concrete flagstone 0,3*1m)
Plaza’s centers (concrete flagstone 0,5*2m, green painting)
Ramps, stairs and benches (concrete and green painting)
Promenade structure (steel and wood)
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Discussion and Conclusion

Discussion

The theoretical discussion raised many issues about the
renewal of social modern housing schemes in France.
Leading a project in such areas requires broad understandings of the spatial issues and most of all social issues.
In order to make a renewal work, the social question
needs to be held and followed by politics and local actors. And furthermore, we need to get rid of the territorial
repartition which encourages the social segregation.
Most part of the problems are caused by the fact that
minorities are concentrated in one part of the cities. This
spatial segregation undermines social integration hides
several social problems of society from affluent groups.
The social diversity is therefore one important issue to
work within the housing scheme renewal. The quote of E.
Maurin sums up the fact that above the political actions,
the overall society attitudes need to evolve : «the high
class avoids the middle one which avoids the popular
one which avoids the low class».
The different social classes need to learn each other in
order to live together. The initial role of the city is to be
the place of the citizen life (as in greek antiquity). The
modern city, as Le Corbusier imagined it, was ignoring
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this fundamental principle. The city of future needs to
come over this idea and recover its social diversity. In
this cause, urban designers can play a role with creating
spaces for multiple social interactions, public domains as
Heijer and Reijndorp theorized it. The antique idea of the
forum has to be followed as an example, and adapted to
our time. That is why, along creating a design stimulating
the public life and new activities, the intervention of sociologist is a key in the project. The specialist could introduce a really detailed understanding of the social needs
in a neighborhoood. These actions touch the metropole
to the public space and dwellers scales but the problem
is so generalized in the country that actions have also to
be done at a global scale. The global question is the work
of the government and politics. The financial support
created in 2003 for the renewal of such areas is one first
step but deeper society problems need to be held by the
politics (identity and ethnic question, unemployement).
The spatial settings are participating to improve or worsen the situation. The massive construction in the sixties
created large areas of social modern housing schemes.
For example, the concorde neighborhood is about 20
hectares which is a sizeable part of the city. The urban

designer can play a role by considering the spatial problems at differents scales. But it makes the design more
complicated. So such a project needs to involve a team
with also architects and landscapes architects, who are
bringing different points of views and supplying many
ideas.
As we aim to bring the housing schemes back into the
cities’ life, they need to be applied the same evolution
rythm as the city has always lived : a perpetual accompletion. Therefore Tabula rasa is no valid solution. A culture
and identity is built through the ages, so destroying
should not be a systematical solution. For this reason, the
renewal process needs to take in account the situation
of each cases. The detailed analysis of the site reveals
sometimes some interesting aspects that doesn’t come
up first. The interesting aspects are good or bad qualities that the dwellers like or not in their neighborhood.
These qualities are creating the neighborhood identity. It
is important to consider them and give a value to them.
Giving a value to the place people live is upgrading the
image people have for themselves. Therefore, when
renewing a place, the focus should be first on promoting
the good qualities than repair all the faults.

The concept of intensifying for the Concorde neighborhood works with promoting the good qualities of the
neighborhood and enhancing the social life. The case
of the neighborhood had been taken with a top-down
approach. Firstly, the concept and design is on a city and
neighborhood scale with intensifying the neighborhood
and its image towards the rest of Lille. Secondly, the
design is focusing on the public spaces and the way to
qualify and diversify the different outdoor spaces by a
hierarchy of uses and different atmospheres.
A bottom-up approach could have been used to intensify some important cores of life in the neighborhood
and purpose a design in order to increase the feeling
of belonging for the dwellers. For example, a student in
architecture has been working with this approach on a
social modern housing scheme by creating new forms of
urban farming on the public space (D. Grava : 2007). The
bottom-up approach is interesting because it involves
the people into the process of changing the place they
live in. People can also be involved by doing workshops,
and creating many work methods to understand the way
they are living in the neighborhood. An idea could have
been during the anaysis phase to invite people to take
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pictures of their important everyday life things and comment on it. Following these methods during the analysis
and design phases could have led to other ideas and
decisions. That is why a renewal project should include
both approaches in order to change the neighborhood
from the large and small scale.
The density question is always a delicate subject to deal
with. The population doesn’t usually interpret it in a good
way. For example, the paradoxe of the slabs forms is that
people have usually the feeling that it is too dense. But
actually the density is most part of the time lower than
the city average or the same as private housing forms.
Moreover, the small percentage of building footprint
let plenty of not qualified outdoor spaces. Therefore the
densification process needs to be first of all a balanced
work between the building surface and the outdoor
areas. For this, none urban forms is better than another,
that is why the sublte combination between different
urban forms, heights and foot prints can enable to build
a neighborhood with a proper density. The densification
process in the project is atually changing the footprint
from 10% to 19%, while the average footprint in the
cities is 50 %-60%. And the FAR is from 228 to 253 %, so
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10 % higher, while the average city FAR is around 220
%. The density is higher but the green spaces amount is
almost the same as before: the size of the public spaces
is changing and qualified. The idea of creating less public
spaces but with a good quality should be kept, instead
of no qualified huge green spaces. However, in order to
keep a good urban comfort and sunlight supply in the
accomodation, the densification should not be higher.
Another issue for a social modern housing scheme, is the
budget of the project. The project of intensified Concorde neighborhood didn’t take all the economic aspects in
account. The project purposes the ideal design answering to the concept of intensifying the neighborhood.
It would have been unnecessarily restrictive to set up a
fake budget for the project. Although there was no specified target costs, the neighborhood has been designed
realistically by choosing simple materials and simple
solutions. However it is obvious that a real life project is
financially more complicated to carry out and that some
solutions would have to be adjusted depending on the
available budget.

Conclusion

There is a large debate about the question of renew a
social modern housing scheme in the french context. The
project experience on the Concorde neighborhood and
the theoretical discussion has enlightened different interventions urban designers can work on.
First of all, the word renewal has a large meaning and the
renewal action can change between areas. For specifying
the renewal actions on one neighborhood, the detailed
analysis, both social and spatial, is essential. From the
analysis, the concept comes and will make more sense
because it will fit to the current situation.
Secondly, the urban designer can play a role against
the social segregation but it should come along interventions of sociologists and politics. Making the public
spaces a place for social diversity, interactions can
actually help the different social classes to meet, know
and understand each other. Recovering this quality of
the public space can help breaking the borders and huge
gaps between the richest and poorest. Getting rid of the
social segregation is also about creating interest, make
the neighborhood attractive for different kind of population and the citizen. That is why, the public space quality

and the function is an important key for the project to
work.
Solving the problems is important, but improving or
enhancing the good qualities (historical, geographical,
social, architectural, ...) is even more. A change of image
is necessary but it is important to keep in mind what
the dwellers like (for example the natural aspects of the
Concorde neighborhood). This consideration gives a
better value to the dwellers who are feeling less excluded
and proud of the area they are living in.
The territorial segregation needs to be fought by looking
at the case from a metropolis scale as well. For example,
the new road design for the Concorde neighborhood is a
tool helping for reintroducing it in the city and so make is
more attractive.
Additionnally, involving the the dwellers and other
stakeholders in the phases of the process and make a
design which helps them having a feeling of belonging
is crucial. Therefore the project needs to identify the local
needs but also to create new concepts of urban activities
in the public space. The project team needs to be aware
of the two approaches in the process : top-down and
bottom-up.
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Finally, the debate about these housing schemes has
been mainly focused in the question: destroy or keep?
This emphasizes the neighborhood problem only in the
architectural aspects.
Actually, the right questions that should be debated
are: how can we avoid the spatial segregation between
different social groups in french cities? How to integrate
the social modern housing schemes into the city dynamic and towards spatial and social integration ? The most
important to remember is that cities live of difference,
need differences and produce differences (Isin : 2002).
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appendix

rocess : Exploring possibilities, making decisions

Analysing the site
Observing people

Meeting with Latifa Kechemir
Metting with the neighborhood municipality

Looking for information
One of the first approach with the neighborhood, along
exploring the area, was to look for articles, informations
on mucipality website, information on internet in order
to build a kind of mood board for the neighborhood :
how it is living, what is the communication around, what
are the news in brief. I learned about the neighborhood,
the actions from the municipality, its status in the city,
the engagements of the citizen into social help and activities, news in brief of violence, some drugs trafic in the
past, and finally the will of the neighborhood renovation.

The meeting with the municipality’s head of neighborhood, Latifa Kechemir, was about the future of the
neighborhood, what are the needs and make me sure
about the outdoor spaces activities. It came after the first
phase of analysis. It confirmed many conclusion I already
had. It confirmed also some ideas as the wish of more
shared gardens, and one quote made me reflect about
the image of the neighborhood : people like the green
character of the place. As the project of renovation was
already engaged it was delicate for her to give me the
contact of other importants actors of the neighborhood
as they already met the architects team.

Observing the people
The visit of the area was also about observing
the dwellers, where the people are going, what
are they doing, how long are they staying in
the public space, where the people are concentrated in the neighborhood. I could notice that
the social center and commercial places are
attracting the dwellers from all the neighborhood and early in the morning, that children
are playing sometimes football next to the car
way on sunny days and that the metro station
plaza is gathering people from different part of
the city.

Old city
Looking at the old and find similarities, links,
inspiration
I explored the city and understood the link between
the neighborhood and the city architecture or with the

The surroundings

The neighborhood
Explore the neighborhood and the surroundings
I also explored many times the neighborhood and by different means of transportation (bike, foot, car) in order to
get the issues of different users. The visit of the surroundings made me understand the perception people can

Promenade des remparts
promenade concept. The comparision with other parts
of the city revealed some interesting similarities with the
architecture, the promenade des remparts atmosphere
or how dense is the city or the space scale.

New urban design around the neighborhood
have of the neighborhood, how the buildings can be an
important landmark into the cityscape. The new urban
design around shows how the cityscape is changing and
the dynamic of the surroundings.

Looking for the concept

How did it bring me to intensify ?

Work the connection with the city ?
Work the limit with the highway ?

Cross over the highway and link ?

Improve the social life areas ?

First of all, the analysis revealed many problems for the neighborhood.
The most important for me was the low quality of urban spaces, the
cut and high contrast with the surroundings. The first idea was to work
with the idea of connecting physically and socially the neighborhood
in order to reintroduce the neighborhood in the city life. The question
of the connection among the barriers (the highway and high trafic
boulevards) was raised up. The decision to work the connection with
the inner city was made because of :
++ the contrast with the areas accross the highway,
++ the highway is a two huge barrier and an important road for the
national trafic
++ an obvious link already existed with the inner-city (the ramparts)
The idea of enhancing the good qualities went after the meeting with
Latifa Kechemir. The term connect had a poor meaning to sum up the
real idea of the concept. Thus intensifying was better to translate the
idea of connecting with the city, enhancing the social life in it and
promoting the good qualities of the neighborhood.

To intensify the neighborhood : Which key
interventions ?
The intensify concept had to be translated into
physical interventions. Many essentials questions
came up for the neighborhood, the architecture and
the public spaces. Five tools could explained the
different actions to do : connect, diversify, densify,
hierarchize and polarize.
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Change the boulevard de Metz ?

Diversify the facades ?

Reshape the buildings ?

Mesh the neighborhood,
establish a hierarchy ?

hierarchy of the public spaces ?

densify and harmonize the heights ?

The new road structure and the hierarchy
Many attemps have been drawn. The first question was to change the hierarchy between the boulevard de Metz and the Léon Blum street. The road mesh principle
was following the existing road line of the surroundings. The work on the urban forms helped also to finish building the road mesh and hierarchy.

The public spaces structure
Along with the road mesh, the public spaces structure has been built with connection following the Concorde hill strip and repeating it with the Léon
Blum street and make the Metz Boulevard a green connection between the neighborhood and the surroundings. The promenade des remparts has been
moved in the real path of the remparts. The public spaces have been identified and hierarchized by evaluating the existing and potential new attractors.

The Esquermes block
The fences along the Metz Boulevard are a problem for the connection. One of the block could be divided and densified, the Esquermes
block. According to the functions and buildings, the research has been around meshing the block and the place to build. A new project of
renovation of the football field space created an obvious position of a new street, which is also the extension of an existing street.
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Planning and programming the neighborhood

Combine the structure into a masterplan ?
After looking for the structures seperatly, the combination of the road, building and public space structure gave
other issues : what kind of spaces are we creating within
it ? The road structure with the Léon Blum street as a
primary road, linking from the two «doors» (the Béthune
door and «des postes» door) is working better because
it makes an obvious route for the users coming from
both sides, it link the spaces next to it with the rest of the
neighborhood.
The public spaces structure has been changed in order
to make a built area around the Léon Blum street and
recreate a real street with a built front.
A possible footbridge accross the highway has been
considered but it was not linking anything important so
it has been abandonned.
The centers identification let the space to new plazas, for
example the space next to the Albert Samain plaza.
The empty space between the new road mesh could let
space for building area.

What to do with the western part of the neighborhood ?
By the new primary road, the western part becomes divided in different sectors. The question about changing the settlement
has been raised up. One idea was to move the schools closer to the Metz boulevard to prevent a better security for children and
compress the education and day care institution into one center (in red in the schemes). The decision was finally to keep it as it
today and work with the pedestrian connections above the car trafic. The «passage des enfants» idea went to link the schools as
one small center with a secure path.

What kind of programming in the neighborhood ?

Evaluation of the need and potentialities for programming

Inspiration from theory

Considering the program on the public space, the first
step has been to evaluate the needs and potentialities.
The neighborhood miss cultural activities and play and
sport for all the ages. Inspired by theories, the social
activities on the public space are focused on the themes
of public domains (plazas and parcs) and urban travel as
fun and pleasure (promenade des remparts and wave).
The idea of performative architecture has been kept
as art event. So the work about it was to create spaces
that can welcome such events or help people to perfom
spontaneously. The design of the public had therefore
to create different experiences, so different atmospheres
Inspiration from theory and different uses.

Shaping the urban forms

Cut pieces

Tape allowing modifications

Place on the model

What to do to work with the urban forms ?
The idea was to model and not build a model in order to shape the urban forms and be free to change. For that, the cartboard was cut in different pieces, like lego, and placed in
the existing model with tape that allows modifications. The scale of 1:1000 has been chosen to have a better view on the public space and is big enough to make some details
when shaping the buildings.

How should be the garden strip ?

how can be the open blocks ?

Add modules of different architecture and materials ?

Harmonize the urban forms
The existing urban forms was the slab. To harmonize with the surroundings, the pieces was added around in order to create open blocks. The building part along the Metz boulevard was too small to create open blocks, so another forms had to be built. The garden strip with the height matching with the slabs of Léon Blum was the best because it could
recreate a built front along the new street and new streets with the open blocks.

Building the plazas

A break between the buildings directions ?

Or following the directions ?

Follow the built structure of the surroundings ?
The new building front in the Metz boulevard is breaking the directions of the other buildings. The question was to follow the direction or
not. In order to harmonize with the surroundings, the choice has been to follow it. For example, the Albert Samain plaza could be created
by the building directions instead of following the straight pattern of the rest of the neighborhood.

Keep the long slabs ?

Break the long slabs ?

Where to let the space for activities ?

Break the slabs from Léon Blum ?

Which space for the public life ?

The model revealed that the topography from the Concorde hill was an important and
good value to the neighborhood. From this observation, the idea has been to break the
two slabs to show the presence of the park and enhance the topography.

The urban space scale has been materialized by papers with the right size in order
to let the space for urban activities.

Before
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After
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Designing the streets

Create a perspective ?

The cross between the two primary roads next to the school
The question was to design the cross between two similar trafic roads. First, the idea was to create a round-about in order to make
easier the car flow. But after designing the round-about was taking too much public space. The decision has been to make a simple
intersection with trafic lights in order to keep the space for public space and pedestrian use.

Change the boulevard de metz

Enhance the building heights and
facades ?

Should the Boulevard not straight ?

The Metz Boulevard
By narrowing down the boulevard road way, the connection between the neighborhood and surroundings could be possible. The
choice has been to built close to the existing buildings in order to keep the historical path of the remparts for the promenade. This
could also make the open block form possible. The boulevard stays straight to keep the historical line of the remparts.

Create the symetry

Designing the Albert Samain plaza

How designing a cross plaza of different uses ?
The plaza is a cross of different flows: car, bus, bikes and pedestrian and at the same time the plaza of the social center, the commercia plaza and the promenade des remparts.
All the different functions could create a public domain. The idea was to take in account all the different uses in the plaza but still keep one overall shape. The plaza is therefore
in the same rectangle and same material on the floor. The question of how to design a place next to the commerces that gather people was raised. The work has been to create
a moving landscape but also a stage to allow the people making spontaneous urban activities on it. That is how the forum form came and the furniture following the moving
landscape. As the plaza is an important gathering point in the neighborhood, the promenade is spread on it, until being erased and coming back again after. The plaza next to the
social center has been design to put on stage the building.

How to share the space between the different uses ?

Two plazas

Drawing the furniture

Designing the promenade des remparts
extend the structure to the other side of the street ?

How to create a a green arch along a
road of 1km ?
The promenade des remparts is about
1 km long on the Metz Boulevard. The
structure could be too monotonous if it is
always the same on the way. The research
has been to find how the structure could
react according to the context it goes
through. For example, the structure could
be annoying for the dwellers living in
the buildings next to it. So the decision
has been to make it discreet around the
buildings.
The dimensions and pattern of the structure have been a question, the heights
had to fit to a human scale. At the same
time, it had to go over the roadway. The
maximum height is 5 meters so the bus
can go through.

What pattern for the triangles ?

Which dimensions for the structure ?

The structure can change according to the context ?

Designing the Concorde Hill

Wild vs controlled ?

A cross between the vegetal and mineral ?

As the concorde hill park is made of an ecological wild zone and shared garden, the concept has been to work with wild and controlled nature. The wild zone being also a buffer for the highway and becoming more and more controlled when the park is closer to the
building part. The question about the controlled nature following the topography line or not was raised. As the controlled concept and
the wild should interact, a compromise has been found in order to keep the natural topography line but have straights line of flowers
field for the controlled part.
The hill park was also raising questions. I was first thinking that the park should have its own identity. But as the park has been designed for enhancing the hill, the idea has been to follow it as a concept. So the park is an extension of the Concorde hill park. The
idea to create an extension of the promenade came as well and so the decision was made that the hill park is creating the connection
between the promenade des remparts flow and the Concorde hill activity.

A parc to put on stage the hill ?

A leisure park with some flowers ?
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